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Abstract. The basic polarized process algebra is completed yielding
as a projective limit a cpo which also comprises infinite processes. It
is shown that this model serves in a natural way as a semantics for
several program algebras. In particular, the fully abstract model of the
program algebra axioms of [2] is considered which results by working
modulo behavioral congruence. This algebra is extended with a new basic
instruction, named `entry instruction' and denoted with `@'. Addition of
l allows many more equations and conditional equations to be stated.
It becomes possible to find an axiomatization of program inequality.
Technically this axiomatization is an infinite final algebra specification
using conditional equations and auxiliary objects.

1 Introduction

Program algebra as introduced in [2] and [3] is a tool for the conceptualiza-
tion of programs and programming. It is assumed that a program is executed
in a context composed of components complementary to the program. While a
program's actions constitute requests to be processed by an environment, the
complementary system components in an environment view actions as request
issued by another party (the program being run). After each request the envi-
ronment may undergo a state change whereupon it replies with a boolean value.
The boolean return value is used to decide how the execution of the program
will continue.

For theoretical work on program algebra a semantic model is important.
It is assumed that the meaning of a program is a process. A particular kind
of processes termed polarized processes is well-suited to serve as the semantic
interpretation of a program. In this paper the semantic world of polarized pro-
cesses is introduced following the presentation of [3]. Polarized process algebra
can stand on its own feet though significant results allowing to maintain it as
an independent subject are currently missing. Then program algebra is intro-
duced as a formalism for denoting objects (programs) that can be mapped into
the set of polarized processes in a natural fashion. Several program algebras are
defined. One of these structures may be classified as fully abstract. The focus
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of the paper is on an analysis of aspects of that model. This eventually leads
to a final algebra specification of the fully abstract model. It seems to be the
case that the fully abstract program algebra resists straightforward methods of
algebraic specification. No negative results have been obtained, however. Several
problems are left open.

2 Basic Polarized Process Algebra

Most process algebras (e.g. ACP from [1] and TCSP from [6]) are non-polarized.
This means that in a parallel composition of process P and Q, both processes
and their actions have a symmetric status. In a polarized setting each action
has a definite asymmetric status. Either it is a request or it is (part of) the
processing of a request. When a request action is processed a boolean value is
returned to the process issuing the request. When this boolean value is returned
the processing of the request is completed.

Non-polarized process algebra may be (but need not) considered the sim-
plified case in which always true is returned. Polarized process algebra is less
elegant than non-polarized process algebra. Its advantage lies in the more direct
modeling of sequential deterministic systems. Polarized process algebra need not
dive into the depths of choice and non-determinism when deterministic systems
are discussed.

BPPA is based on a collection . of basic actions'. Each action is supposed
to be polarized and to produce a boolean value when executed. In addition
its execution may have some side-effect in an environment. One imagines the
boolean value mentioned above to be generated while this side-effect on the
environment is being produced. BPPA has two constants which are meant to
model termination and inaction and two composition mechanisms, the second
one of these being defined in terms of the first one.

Definition 1. For a collection Z of atomic actions, BPPAE denotes the family
of processes inductively defined by

termination: S E BPPAE
With S (stop) terminating behavior is denoted; it does no more than termi-
nate. Termination actions will not have any side effect on a state.

inaction: D E BPPAE
By D (sometimes just `loop) an inactive behavior is indicated. It is a behav-

The phrase `basic action' is used in polarized process algebra in contrast with `atomic
action' as used in process algebra. Indeed from the point of view of ordinary pro-
cess algebra the basic actions are not considered atomic. In program algebra the
phrase `basic instruction' is used. Basic instructions are mapped on basic actions
if the semantics of program algebra is described in terms of a polarized process al-
gebra. Program algebra also features so-called primitive instructions. These are the
basic instructions without test (void uses) and with positive or negative test, the
termination instruction as well as a jump instruction #n for each n E N.
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for that represents the impossibility of making real progress, for instance an
internal cycle of activity without any external effect whatsoever2.

postconditional composition: For action a E Z and processes P and Q in
BPPAE

P<a>Q E BPPAE

This composition mechanism denotes the behavior that first performs a and
then either proceeds with P if true was produced or with Q otherwise.

For a E E and process P E BPPAE, we abbreviate the postconditional composi-
tionP<a>P by

aoP

and call this composition mechanism action prefix.

Thus all processes in BPPAE are made from S and D by means of a finite number
of applications of postconditional composition. This suggests the existence of a
partial ordering and an operator which finitely approximates every basic process.

Definition 2. 1. Let C be the partial ordering on BPPAE generated by the
clauses
a) for all P E BPPAE, D E P, and
b) for all P, Q, X, Y E BPPAE, a E Z,

PCX &QEY=P<a>QEX<a>Y.

2. Let 7 : N x BPPAE -+ BPPAE be the approximation operator determined by
the equations
a) for all P E BPPAE, 7r(0, P) = D,
b) for all n E N, 7r(n + 1, S) = S, 7r(n + 1, D) = D, and
c) for all P, Q E BPPAE, n E N,

7r(n+1,P4a>Q)=7r(n,P)4a_7r(n,Q).

We shall write 7rn (P) instead of 7r(n, P).

7r finitely approximates every process in BPPAE. That is,

Proposition 1. For all P E BPPAE,

In E N 7ro(P) E 7r1(P) E ... E 7rn,(P) = 7rn+1(P) _ ... = P.

2 Inaction typically occurs in case an infinite number of consecutive jumps is per-
formed; for instance (#1)°°.
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Proof. We employ structural induction. If P = D or P = S then n can be taken
0 or 1, respectively. If P = Pl < a D P2 let n, m E N be such that 7ro(Pl) C
ir1(Pi) C ... C 7rn(Pi) = 7rn+1(P1) = ... = Pl and 7ro(P2) C 7r1(P2) C ...
7rm(P2) = 7,,,+1(P2) _ = P2. Thus fork = max{n, m} we have

7ro(Pl) < a > 7ro(P2) C 7ri(Pi) < a >,7r, (P2)

7rk(Pl) 4 a, D 7rk(P2)
= Irk+1(Pl) < a D Irk+1(P2)

= P1 < a > P2.

Hence 7ro(P) C 7r1(P) C ... C Irk+1(P) = Irk+2(P) P.

Polarized processes can be finite or infinite. Following the metric process theory
of [7] in the form developed as the basis of the introduction of processes in [1],
BPPAE has a completion BPPA' which comprises also the infinite processes.
Standard properties of the completion technique yield that we may take BPPA-
as consisting of all so-called projective sequences.

Recall that a directed set is a non-empty, partially ordered set which contains
for any pair of its elements an upper bound. A complete partial order (cpo) is a
partially ordered set with a least element such that every directed subset has a
supremum. Let Co, Cl, ... be a countable sequence of cpo's and let fi : Ci+1 ->
Ci be continuous for every i c N. The sequence (Ci, fi) is called a projective (or
inverse) system of cpo's. The projective (or inverse) limit of the system (Ci, fi)
is the poset (C°°, E) with

C' = f(xi)iEN I Hi E N xi E Ci & fi(xi+1) = xil

and

(xi)iEN C (yi)iEN Vi E N xi C Yi-

A fundamental theorem of domain theory states that C°° is a cpo with

U x = (U xi)iEN
xEX

for directed X C_ C°°. If in addition there are continuous mappings gi': Ci
Ci+l such that for every i c ICY

fi(gi(x)) = x and gi(fi(x)) C x

then, up to isomorphism, Ci C_ C°°. The isomorphism hi : Ci -+ CO° can be
given by

hi (x) = (fo(fi ... fi-1(x) ...) ... fi-1(x), x, gi(x), gi+i (gi(x)), ... ).

Hence, up to isomorphism, UjEN Ci C_ C°°. For a detailed account of this con-
struction consult e.g. [11].

C

C

= ... =

_-*

->
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Definition 3.

1. For all n E N, BPPAZ = {7rn(P) I P E BPPAZ}
2. BPPA- = {(Pn)nEN I bn E N(Pn E BPPA & 7rn(Pn+1) = Pn)}

Lemma 1. Let (C, C) be a finite directed set. Then C has a maximal element.

Proof. Say C = {co, cl, ... , cn}. If n = 0, co is maximal. Otherwise pick xo E C
such that co, cl C xo and for 1 < i < n -1 pick xi c C such that xi_1, ci+1 C xi.
xo, xl, ... , xn_1 exist since C is directed. Now notice that xn_1 is the maximal
element.

Proposition 2. For all n E N,

1. BPPAn is a cpo,
2. 7rn is continuous,
3. for all P E BPPAZ,

a) 7rn(P) C P,
b) 7rn(7rn(P)) = 7rn(P), and
c) 7rn+1(7rn(P)) _ 7n(P)-

1. We prove by induction on n that every directed set X C_ BPPAZ is finite. It
then follows from the previous lemma that suprema exist: they are the max-
imal elements. The base case is trivial since BPPA' = {D}. Now consider
any directed X C BPPAZ 1. We distinguish two cases.
a) S E X: Then X C {D, S}. Thus X is finite.
b) S 0 X: Since X is directed there exists a unique a E . such that

X C {D, 7rn(P)4_a>_irn(Q) I P, Q E BPPAZ}. Now let Xl = {D,7rn(P) I
3Q E BPPAZ 7rn(P) < a D 7rn(Q) E X} and X2 = {D,7rn(Q) IP E
BPPAZ 7rn(P) <a>7rn(Q) E X}. Since X is directed it follows that both
Xl and X2 are directed and hence finite by the induction hypothesis.
Thus X is finite.

2. Since directed subsets are finite it suffices to show that 7rn is monotone. Let
P C Q E BPPAZ. We employ again induction on n. 70 is constant and thus
monotone. For n + 1 we distinguish three cases.
a) P = D: Then 7rn+1(P) = D C 7rn+1(Q).
b) P = S: Then also Q = S. Hence 7rn+1(P) = 7rn+1(Q).
c) P = Pl < a D P2: Then Q = Ql a a >Q2 Q2 with Pi EQiforiE{1,2}.

From the monotonicity of 7rn it now follows that 7rn(Pi) C 7rn(Qi) for
i E {1, 2}. Thus 7rn+1(P) C 7rn+1(Q).

3. Let P E BPPAZ. (a) follows from Proposition 1. We prove (b) and (c)
simultaneously by induction on n. For n = 0 we have 7ro (7ro (P)) = D =
7ro(P) and 7r1(7ro(P)) = D = 7ro(P). Now consider n+1. We distinguish two
cases.

Proof.
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a) P E {D, S}: Then 7rn+1(7fn+1(P)) = P = 7rn+1(P) and 7rn,+2(nn+1(P))
= P = 7r"+1(P)

b) P = Pi a a b P2: Then it follows from the induction hypothesis that

7rn+l (7r.+, (P)) = 7rn(7rn(Pi)) 4 aD7rn(7rn(P2))
= 7rn(Pi) Q a D 7r(P2) = 7rn+1(P)

and

7rn+2 (7rn+ 1 (P)) = 7rn+1(7rn(P1)) d a D 7rn+ 1 (7rn (P2))
= 7rn(Pi) 4 a > 7r(P2) = '7rn+1(P)

Theorem 1. BPPA? is a cpo and, up to isomorphism, BPPAE C BPPA .

Proof. 1. and 2. of the previous proposition show that (BPPAZ, 7rn) is a pro-
jective system of cpo's. Thus BPPA' is a cpo. Note that it follows from
3(c) that BPPA' C BPPA' 1 for all n. Thus if we define for all P and n,
idn(P) = P then idn : BPPA- -> BPPA' 1 for all n. idn is clearly continu-
ous. Moreover, 3(a) yields 7rn(idn(P)) C P for all n and P E BPPA'. Like-
wise, 3(b) yields idn(7rn(P)) = P for all n and P E BPPA' 1. Thus, up to
isomorphism, UnEN BPPA- C BPPA-. Thus also BPPAE C BPPA' since
BPPAE = Un BPPA' by Proposition 1.

The set of polarized processes can serve in a natural fashion as a semantics for
programs. As an example we shall consider PGAE.

3 Program Algebra

Given a collection Z of atomic instructions the syntax of program expressions
(or programs) in PGAE is generated from five kinds of constants and two compo-
sition mechanisms. The constants are made from Z together with a termination
instruction, two test instructions and a forward jump instruction. As in the case
of BPPA, the atomic instructions may be viewed as requests to an environ-
ment to provide some service. It is assumed that upon every termination of the
delivery of that service some boolean value is returned that may be used for sub-
sequent program control. The two composition mechanisms are concatenation
and infinite repetition.

Definition 4. For a collection Z of atomic instructions, PGAE denotes the
collection of program expressions inductively defined by

termination: ! E PGAE
The instruction ! indicates termination of the program and will not return
any value.

forward jump instruction: #n E PGAE for every n E N
n counts how many subsequent instructions must be skipped, including the
jump instruction itself.
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void basic instruction: a E PGAE for every a E Z
positive test instruction: +a e PGAE for every a E Z

The execution of +a begins with executing a. Thereafter, if true is replied,
program execution continues with the execution of the next instruction fol-
lowing the positive test instruction in the program. Otherwise, if false is
replied, the instruction immediately following the (positive) test instruction
is skipped and program execution continues with the instruction thereafter.

negative test instruction: -a E PGAE for every a E Z
The negative test instruction (-a) reacts the other way around on the boolean
values it receives as a feedback from its operating context. At a positive (true)
reply it skips the next action, and at a negative reply it simply continues.

concatenation: For programs X, Y E PGAE, X; Y E PGAE
repetition: For a program X E PGAE, XW E PGAE

Here are some program examples:

+a;!; +b; #3;c;!;d;!

a;!; -b; #3; c; #O; d;!

-a; !; (-b; #3; c; #O; +d;!)'.

The simplest model of the signature of program algebra interprets each term
as a sequence of primitive instructions. This is the instruction sequence model.
Equality within this model will be referred to as instruction sequence congruence

Two programs X and Y are instruction sequence congruent if both denote
the same sequence of instructions after unfolding the repetition operator, that
is, if they can be shown to be equal by means of the program object equations
in Table 1.

Table 1. Program object equations

(X; Y); Z = X; (Y; Z) (PGA1)
(X"`)W = X" (PGA2)
XW;Y = XW (PGA3)

(X; Y)W = X; (Y; X)W (PGA4)

Here X1 = X and X1+1 = X; X. The associativity of concatenation implies as
usual that far fewer brackets have to be used. We will use associativity whenever
confusion cannot emerge.

The program object equations allow some useful transformations, in partic-
ular the transformation into first canonical form.
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Definition 5. Let X E PGAE. Then X is in first canonical form iff

1. X does not contain any repetition, or
2. X = Y; ZW with Y and Z not containing any repetition.

The existence of first canonical forms follows straightforwardly by structural
induction. The key case is this:

(U; X-)- =isc (U; XW; U; XW )W by PGA2
=isc (U; X'); (U; XW )W by PGA4
=isc U; (X"; (U; X")') by PGA1
=isc U; XW by PGA3

First canonical forms need not be unique. For example, a; a; aW and a; a; a; aW
are both canonical forms of a; aW which is already in canonical form itself. In the
sequel we shall mean by the first canonical form the shortest one.

Definition 6. Let X E PGAE be in first canonical form. The length of X, l(X),
is defined by

1. if X does not contain any repetition then l(X) = (n, 0) where n is the number
of instructions in X, and

2. if X = Y; ZW with both Y and Z not containing any repetition then
l(X) _ (n, m) where n and m are the number of instructions in Y and
Z, respectively.

Observe that N x N is a well-founded partial order by stipulating

(no, ni) C (mo, mi) t=> no < mo or (no = mo and nl < ml).

Definition 7. Let X E PGAE. The first canonical form of X, cf (X)1 is a first
canonical form X' with X =is, X' and minimal length, i. e. for all first canonical
forms X" with X =isc X", l(X') _< l(X"). We call X finite if l(cf (X)) = (n, 0)
and infinite if li(cf (X)) _ (n, m + 1) for some n, m E N.

Clearly cf (X) is well-defined, that is, there exists a unique shortest first canonical
form of X.

A second model of program algebra is BPPA'. As a prerequisite we define
a mapping from finite programs, i.e. programs without repetition, to finite
polarized processes. Prior to a formal definition some examples are of use:

1a;b;!l =ao(boS)

Ia;+b;!;#01=ao(S<b>D)

I +a;!l =S<a>D.
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The intuition behind the mapping to processes is as follows: view a program
as an instruction sequence and turn that into a process from left to right. The
mapping into processes removes all control aspects (tests, jumps) in favor of an
unfolding of all possible behaviors. A forward jump instruction with counter zero
jumps to itself, thereby creating a loop or divergence (D). Only via ! the proper
termination (S) will take place. If the program is exited in another way this also
counts as a divergence (D).

In the sequel we let u, u1, u2i ... range over {!, #k, a, +a, -al a E £, k c N}.

Definition 8. Let X E PGAE be finite. Then I X I is defined by induction on its
length I(X).

1. l(X) = (1,0):
a) If X =! then IXI = S,
b) if X = #k then I X J = D, and
c) if X E {a, +a, -a} then IXI = a o D.

2. l(X) = (n+2,0):
a) if X =!;Y then IXI = S,
b) if X = #0; Y then IXI = D,
c) if X = #1;Y thenIXI =IYI,
d) if X = #k + 2; u; Y then lXl=l#k+1;Yl,
e) if X = a; Y then I X I= a o l Y l;
f) of X = +a; Y then IXI = IYI a a > I#2; Yl, and
g) if X = -a; Y then IXI = I#2; YI 4 a > IYI.

Observe that I l is monotone in continuations. That is,

Proposition 3. Let X = u1; ; un and Y = u1; ; un; ; un+k. Then
IXI F IYI

Proof. Straightforward by induction on n and case ramification. E.g. if n = 1 and
X E {a, +a, -a} then Xl = aoD and IYI = IZI4a>_IZ'l for some Z, Z' E PGAE.
Thus IXI C IYI. If n > 1 consider e.g. the case where X = #k + 2; u2i ; un.
Then IXI = I #k + 1; u3; ... ; unl C I#k + 1; u3i ... ; un; ... ; un+kl = IYI by the
induction hypothesis. Etc.

It follows that for repetition-free Y and Z, IY; ZI = IY; Z1l E IY; Z21 E
IY; Z31 C_ . . . is an w-chain and hence directed. Thus Un.EN IY; ZnI exists in
BPPA We can now extend Definition 8 to infinite processes.

Definition 9. Let Y; Z' E PGAE be in first canonical form. Then IY; Zw I =
UfEN IY; Z I.

Moreover, for arbitrary programs we define

Definition 10.
Let X E PGAE. Then ([XJJ= Icf(X)I.
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As an example consider:

+ a; #3; !; (b; c)w] = UnEN I + a; #3; !; (b; c)' I
= 1UnEN I#3; !; (b; C)n 14 a D UnEN I#2; #3;!; (b; c)nl
= LJnEN I#2; (b; c)nI 4 a > LJnCN 1#1;!; (b; c)nI
=UnEN I#1; (c; b)nl Q a D UnEN i!; (b; c)nI

= UnEN I (c; b)n l d a > UfEN I!; (b; c)n I
=cobocobo...<a>S

Since instruction sequence congruent programs have identical cf -canonical forms
we have

Theorem 2. For all X, Y E PGAz, X =rs, Y = QXi = QY ff.

The converse does not hold: e.g. #1;! 54is,! but Q#1; !l = S = [ij.
Further models for program algebra will be found by imposing congruences

on the instruction sequence model. Two congruences will be used: behavioral
congruence and structural congruence.

4 Behavioral and Structural Congruence

X and Y are behaviorally equivalent if QXj = Behavioral equivalence is not a
congruence. For instance Q!; !j = S = Q!; #01 but Q#2; !; !j = S D = 1#2;!; #01.
This motivates the following definition.

Definition 11.

1. The set of PGA-contexts is C ::= _ I Z; C I C; Z I Cw.
2. Let X, Y E PGA)J. X and Y are behaviorally congruent (X =bc Y) if for

all PGAZ-contexts C[ ], fC[X] ff = fC[Y] ff.

As a matter of fact it suffices to consider only one kind of context.

Theorem 3. Let X,Y E PGAZ. Then

X =bc Y dZ, Z' E PGAZ tZ; X; Z]] = ((Z; Y; Z' ff.

Proof. Left to right follows from the definition of behavioral congruence. In order
to prove right to left observe first that-because of PGA3-we do not need to
consider any contexts of the form C[ ]w; Z' or Z; C[ ]w; T. The context we do
have to consider are therefore the ones given in the table.

Lo, - 2.a -w
Lb Z; - 2.b -)w (Z; -)w
1.c -; Z' 2.c Z')-
1.d Z; -; Z' 2.d Z')w (Z; -; Z')w

Q I I

V

_

a
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Assuming the right-hand side, we first show that for every context C[ ] in the
first column we have QC[X]]J = [C[Y]]J. 1.d is obvious. Lc follows by taking
Z = #1 in I.A. Now observe that for every U, [U; #0]J = QUA: for finite U this is
shown easily with induction to the number of instructions, and for U involving
repetition [U; #0]J = QU follows from PGA3. This yields La and Lb by taking
Z' = #0 in 1.c. and 1.d, respectively. This covers all contexts in the first column.

We now turn to the third column. We shall first show that for all n > 0
and all Z", QZ"; X n]J = QZ"; Ynj. The case n = 1 has just been estab-
lished (Lb). Now consider n + 1: by taking Z = Z" and Z' = Xn in 1.d,
QZ"; X; Xn]J = QZ"; Y; Xn]J. Moreover, from the induction hypothesis it follows
that QZ"; Y; X n]J = QZ"; Y; Yn]J. Thus QZ"; X"+11 = QZ"; From the limit
characterization of repetition it now follows that [Z"; XW] = QZ";YW]J (3.a). 3.b
is dealt with using the same argument with only a small notational overhead.
For 3.c and 3.d observe that

QZ X; (Z,; X)W]J
_ [Z"; X; (Z'; Y)W]J
= QZ"; Y; (Z'; Y)-]J
= QZ"; (Y; Z')W

follows from PGA4, 3.b and 1.d, and

[Z"; (Z; X; Z')0] = QZ"; Z; (X; Z'; Z)-]
= [Z"; Z; (Y; Z'; Z)W
= QZ"; (Z; Y; Z')W

follows from PGA4 and 3.c. This covers all context in the third column.
Finally we consider the second column. Here every context can be dealt with

by taking in the corresponding context in the third column Z" = #1.

Structural congruence is characterized by the four equation schemes in Table
2. The schemes take care of the simplification of chained jumps. The schemes are
termed PGA5-8, respectively. PGA8 can be written as an equation by expanding
X, but takes a more compact and readable form as a conditional equation.
Program texts are considered structurally congruent if they can be proven equal
by means of PGAl-8. Structural congruence of X and Y is indicated with X =Sc
Y, omitting the subscript if no confusion arises. Some consequences of these
axioms are

a; #2; b; #0;c=a; #O; b;#0;c

a; #2; b; #1;c=a; #3; b; #1; c

a; (#3; b; c)W = a; (#0; b; c)W

The purpose of structural congruence is to allow successive (and repeating)
jumps to be taken together.

Z')°01=

Z)-=
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Table 2. Equation schemes for structural congruence

#n+1;ui;... u,;#0=#O;ul;... ;u,,.;#0 (PGA5)
#n + 1 ; u l ; . . . ;u, ;#m = #n+m+ 1 ; u l ; . . . ;u, ;#m (PGA6)

(#n + k + 1; ui; ... ; un)" = (#k; ui; ... ;u,)' (PGA7)

X = ui; ... ; un; (vi; ... ; V_+1 )W -> (PGA8)
#n+m+k+2;X = #n+k+1;X

Structurally congruent programs are behaviorally congruent as well. This is
proven by demonstrating the validity of each closed instance of the structural
congruence equations modulo behavioral congruence.

5 The Entry Instruction

As it turns out behavioral congruence on PGAE is not easy to axiomatize by
means of equations or conditional equations. It remains an open problem how
that can be done. Here the matter will be approached from another angle. First
an additional primitive instruction is introduced: @, the entry instruction. The
instruction @ in front of a program disallows any jumps into the program oth-
erwise than jumps into the first instruction of the program. Longer jumps are
discontinued, and the jump will be carried out as a jump to the control point
following @. The entry instruction is new, in the sense that it coincides with no
PGAE program or primitive instruction. Its use lies in the fact that it allows
an unexpected number of additional (conditional) equations for programs. As a
consequence it becomes possible to find a concise final algebra specification of
behavioral inequality of programs. This is plausible to some extent: it is much
easier to see that programs differ, by finding input leading to different outputs,
than to see that they don't differ and hence coincide in the behavioral congru-
ence model of program algebra. The program notation extending PGAE with
`@' is denoted PGAE,©.

In order to provide a mapping from PGAz,o into BPPAO we add to the
clauses in Definition 8 the clauses 1.-4. of the following definition

Definition 12.

1.@I=D,
2.@; XI =1X
3. I#n + 1; @1 = D,
4. I#n+1; @; XI = IXI,

and change the clause 2d in Definition 8 into

(u 7 (Q) = I#k+2;u;X1 = 1#k+1;X1.

;
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Using these additional rules Q ]j can be defined straightforwardly for programs
involving the entry instruction. Behavioral congruence has then exactly the same
definition in the presence of the entry instruction and Theorem 3 extends trivially
to PGAE,@.

Because programs with different behavior may be considered observationally
different it is reasonable to call PGAE,@/=bc a fully abstract model. It imposes a
maximal congruence under the constraint that observationally different programs
will not be identified.

A characterization of behavioral congruence in terms of behavioral equiva-
lence will be given in Theorem 4. The intuition behind this characterization is
that behavior extraction abstracts from two aspects that can be recovered by
taking into account the influence of a context: the instruction that serves as
initial instruction (which for Qui; ... ; u,,;

]J
is always ul) and the difference

between divergence and exiting a program with some jump. To make these dif-
ferences visible at the level of program behaviors only very simple contexts are
needed: here are three examples (where a b):

#2 #1 because [#2;!; #0W] = D S = Q#1; !;

#2; a #2; b because Q#2; #2; al = a o D b o D = Q#2; #2; b]J.

!; #1 #2 because Q#2;!; #1;!; #0W = S D = [#2;!; #2; !; #OWJ

Theorem 4. Let X,Y E PGA_r,@. Then

1. X =bc Y do E N vZ' E PGAz,© L7#n + 1; X;Z'l = ll#n + 1; Y; Z'J/
2. X =bc Y Vn, m E N /[#n + 1; X; !m; #OWJI = // ((#n + 1; Y; !'; #0Wfl

Proof. Left to right follows for 1. and 2. from the definition of behavioral con-
gruence.

1. Assume the right-hand side. We employ Theorem 3. Suppose that for some
Z, Z, QZ; X; Z' QZ; Y; Z']J. Then Z cannot contain an infinite repetition.
Therefore it is finite. With induction on the length of Z one then proves the
existence of a natural number k such that Q#k + 1; X; Z']J Q#k + 1; Y; Z']J.
For 1(Z) = (1, 0) we distinguish 6 cases:
a) Z =!: Then QZ; X; Z'J = S = QZ; Y;

Z = @: Then QX; Z']J 7 QY; Z']J. Thus also Q#1; X; Z'J :? Q#1; Y; Z']J.
c) Z = #n: As n cannot be 0 we are done.
d) Z = a: Then a o QX; Z']J a o QY; Z']J. Thus ]JX; Z'J : QY; Z']J and hence

Q#1;
Z Z = +a then

QX; Z']J < a > 1#2; X; Z']J zh [Y; Z'D a a > 1#2; Y; Z']J.

Then QX; Z'J QY; Z'J or Q#2; X; Z']J Q#2; Y; Z']J. In the latter case
we are done and in the first case we can take k = 0. -a is dealt with
similarly.

:A
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14 J.A. Bergstra and I. Bethke

Now consider l(Z) = (m+2, 0). We have to distinguish 10 cases. Seven cases
correspond to the repetition-free clauses in 2 of Definition 8. They follow
from a straightforward appeal to the induction hypothesis. The remaining
three cases correspond to 2.-4. of Definition 12.
a) Z = @; Z": Then QZ"; X; Z'f # QZ"; Y; Z'ft. Hence Q#k + 1; X; Z'l 0

Q#k + 1; Y; Z' for some k by the induction hypothesis.
b) Z = #n+1; @: Then QX; Z'l QY; Z'ft. Hence Q#1; X; Z'ft # Q#1; Y; Zft.
c) Z = #n + 1; @; Z": Then [Z"; X; Z'l QZ"; Y; Z'ft and we can again

apply the induction hypothesis.
2. Assume the right-hand side. We make an appeal to 1. Suppose there are k

and Z' such that Q#k + 1; X; Z'f Q#k + 1; Y; Z'D. If both X and Y are
infinite then Q#k + 1; Xf Q#k + 1; Yft and hence also Q#k + 1; X; #Owl
Q#k + 1; Y; #Ow]. Suppose only one of the two, say Y, has a repetition,
then writing X = ul; ... ; u,,,, it follows that: Q#k + 1; ul;... ; un; Z'l #
Q#k + 1; Yft. At this point an induction on n can be used to establish the ex-
istence of an m with Q#k + 1; ul; ... ; u,,,; !m; #0w1 Q#k + 1; Yft and hence
Q#k + 1; ul; ... ; un; !'m'; #Owl Q#k + 1; Y; !m; #Owl. If both X and Y are
finite instruction sequences, an induction on their maximum length suffices
to obtain the required fact (again involving a significant case ramification).

Example 1.

1. @; ! =bc!w since for all n, Z, ft#n + 1; @; !; Zft = ft!; Z]I = S = ft#n + 1; !w;Zt,
and

2. @; #0 =bc #0w since for all n, Z, Q#n + 1; @; #0; Zft = Q#0; Zft = D =
Q#n + 1; #Ow; Zft.

The characterization above suggests that behavioral congruence may be unde-
cidable. This of course is not the case: the quantifier over m can be bounded
because m need not exceed the maximum of the counters of jump instructions
in X and Y plus 1. An upper bound for n is as follows: if l (X) = (k, m) and
l (Y) _ (k', m') then (k + m) x (k' + m) is an upper bound of the n's that must
be checked.

Programs starting with the entry instruction can be distinguished by means
of simpler contexts:

Corollary 1. Let X,Y E PGAE,©. Then

1. @; X =bc @;Y bn E NJX; !ni #OwU - ((i i !n; #Ow//
2. @; X =bc @; Y t* VZ f X; Z JJ = X ; Z j

Proof. I. and 2. follow from that fact that for every n, k E ICY and every X,
Q#k + 1; @; X; !n; #owft = [X; !n; #Owl and Q#k + 1; @; X; Z] = QX; Zl.

Since QXft = QX; #0w; Zft for all program expressions X and Z, it follows from
Corollary 1.2 that behavioral equivalence can be recovered from behavioral con-
gruence in the following way:

=A
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Corollary 2. Let X,Y E PGAE,a. Then

X =be Y f-* @; X; #Ow =be @; Y; #010

Programs ending with an entry instruction allow a simpler characterisation as
well:

Corollary 3. Let X, Y E PGAZ,®. Then X; @ =bc Y; @ iff for all n c N,

ll#n + 1; X; !"l = J#n + 1; Y;!wf & J#n + 1; X; #Owj = t#n + 1; Y; #O' j

Proof. Suppose that X; @ =bc Y; @, then for all n and m,

(*) Q#n+1; X;@;!m';#0101 = Q#n+1;Y;

Then

; !'; #0111.

Q#n + 1; X; !111 = l1#n + 1; X; !w; #Ow
= Q#n + 1; X; @; !; #Owl since @; ! =bc!w (Example 1)
= Q#n + 1; Y; @; !; #Ow1 take in (*) m = 1
= Q#n + 1; Y; !w; #0111
= Q#n + 1; Y; !111

Similarly

Q#n + 1; X; #Ow1 = Q#n + 1; X; #010; #Owl
= 11#n + 1; X; @; #0; #O11 since @; #0 =bc #Ow (Example 1)
= Q#n + 1; X; @; #0111
= Q#n + 1; Y; @; #Owl take in (*) m = 0
= Q#n + 1; Y; @; #0; #Owl
= Q#n + 1; Y; #Ow; #Owl
= Q#n + 1; Y; #Owl

for m = 0, the above argument runs in the other direction

Q#n + 1; X; @; !°; #Ow] = Q#n + 1; X; @; #owl
= Q#n+1;X;@;#0;#0101
= Q#n + 1; X; #Ow; #Owl
= Q#n + 1; Y; #Ow; #Owl
= 11#n+1;Y;@;#0;#O` l

= Q#n + 1; Y; @; #Owl
= Q#n + 1; Y; (9;!0; #0101

The case m > 0 is similar.

6 Axiomatization of the Fully Abstract Model

With CEQ@ the collection of 20 equations and inequations in Table 3 will be de-
noted (CEQ for, `conditional and unconditional equations') They can be viewed

X;

Q#n + 1; Y; @; #0;
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Table 3. CEQ©

(1) ©;! =!
(2) ©; #0 = #0w
(3) ©; ©= ©
(4) #n + 1; ©= ©
(5) +a; ©= a; ©
(6) -a; ©= a; ©
(7) #n+l+1;ul;... ;u,;©=#n+1;ui;... ;un;@
(8) ©;ui;...;un;©=©;ul;...;u,;#1 (VI<j<nuj#kk+j<n+1)
(9) ©; u1 . un, . © = ©, ; u1; , . . .

fin, ; #1 ©; (ui; ... ; un; ©)w = ©; (ui; ... ; un; #1)"
(10)©;#1=©
(11) ©; #n + 2; u = ©; #n + 1 (if u # ©)
(12) ©; a; ©= ©; a
(13) ©; a = ©; +a; #1
(14) ©; -a = ©; +a; #2
(15) ©; X = ©; Y & ©; #2; X = ©; #2; Y 4= ©; +a; X = ©; +a; Y
(16) ©; u; X = ©; v; X = u; X = v; X
(17) (U;! 5 ©; #j
(18) ©;! # ©;+a;X
(19) ©; #0 ©; +a; X
(20) ©; +a; X # ©; +b; Y (a # b E E)

as axioms from which other facts may be derived using conditional equational
logic. Inequations can be understood as a shorthand for conditional equation:
e.g. La;! = CO-; #j z* X = Y represents La;! 6 @; #j. No attempt has been made
to minimize or optimize this collection. We shall first show that CEQ@ is valid
in PGAz,@/ =bc.

Proposition 4. PGAE,©/ CEQ@

Proof. 1. See Example 1.1.
2. See Example 1.2.
3. Since Q@; @; Z]j = Q@; Z]j for all Z, we can apply Corollary 1.2.
4. If k = 0, Q#k + 1; #n + 1; @; Z]j = Q#1; #n + 1; @; Z]j = Q#n + 1; @; Z]j =

Q@; Zi = Q#k + 1; @; Z]J and if k > 0 Q#k + 1; #n + 1; @; Zi = Q#k; @; Z =
Q@; Zi = Q#k + 1; CO; Z]j. Now apply Theorem 4.1.

5. We apply again Theorem 4.1. For k > 0 the process extraction equations
match both sides. For k = 0 we obtain: Q#1; +a; @; Z]j = Q + a; @; Z]j =
Q@; Z] 4 a > Q#2; @; Z]j = Q@; Z] o a > [@; Z] = a o Q@; Z] = Qa; @; ZD =
Q#1; a; @; Z]j. For k > 0 we have

Q#k+1;+a;@;Z]j = Q#k;00;Z]j = Q#k+1; a;@;Z]j.

6. Similar to 5.
7. For n = 1, Q#k + 2; ui; ©©ij = Q#k + 1; Al = Q#1; @I = Q#2; u1 i 01 if ul @,

and otherwise Q#k + 2; @; Al = Q@i = Q#2; @; A1. For n > 1 we apply the
induction hypothesis.

... , =-
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8. This follows from the fact that the entry instruction simply behaves as a skip
if it does not affect preceding jumps; that is, if the jumps are small enough
to be not affected by discontinuation.

9. Let u = u1; ... ; u,,, and suppose @; u; @ =bc @; u; #1. We shall show by
induction on l that

@; (u; La)' =bc @; (u; #1)1

for all l > 0. The base case follows from the assumption. For l + 2 we have

Q(u; @)1+2; Z] = [(u; @)l; u; @; u; @; Z]
= [(u; @)1; u; @; u; #1; Z] by the assumption
= Q(u; (0)1+1; u; #1; Z1I
= Q(u; #1)1+1; u; #1; Z] by the induction hypothesis
= [(u; #1)t+2; Z

Thus also @; (u; @)1+2 =bc @; (u; #1)1+2 by Corollary 1.2 and hence
Q(u; (0)l] = Q@; (u; @)l = Q@; (u; #1)l] = [(u; #1)1] for all l > 0. It follows
that Q(u; @)W] = Q(u; #1)W]. Therefore we have Q(u; @)W; Z = Q(u; #1)W; Z]
for all Z. Thus @; (u; @)W =bc @; (u; #1)W by Corollary 1.2.

10. Since Q#1; @; ZJ = Q@; Z] = [Z] for all Z, we can apply Corollary 1.2.
11. By Corollary 1.2 since for all Z, Q#n + 2; u; Z] = [#n + 1; ZD if u 0 @.
12. Again by Corollary 1.2 since for all Z, [a; @; Z] = a o QZ] = Qa; Z].
13. Similar to (12).
14. Similar to (13).
15. This follows straightforwardly from Corollary 1.2 and the fact that

VZQX; Z][ = QY; Z[ & Q#2; X; Z = Q#2; Y; Z][

iff

VZQX; Z] a a > Q#2; X; Zf = QY; Z] a a > Q#2; Y; Z][.

16. Apply Theorem 4.1.
17. Since [0;!] = S D = Q@; #j].
18. Since Q@;!] = S # [X][ q a > Q#2; X] = Q@; +a; X].
19. Since Q@; #0] = D 74 QX] 4 a> Q#2; X][ = Q@; +a;
20. Since Q@; +a; X] = [X][ 4 a > Q#2; X] QY][ a b > Q#2; YD = Q@; +b; Y].

The axiom system PGA1-8 + CEQ@ is obtained by combining the equations
for instruction sequence congruence, the axioms for structural equivalence and
the axioms of CEQ©. From the previous proposition it follows that this system
is sound, i.e. applying its axioms and the rules of conditional equational logic
always yields equations that are valid in PGAZ,®/ =bc. The converse, i.e. prov-
able equality of behavioral congruence, can be shown in the repetition-free case.
Completeness for infinite programs remains an open problem.

I
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18 J.A. Bergstra and I. Bethke

Theorem 5. PGA1-8 + CEQ© is complete for finite programs, i.e. for
repetition-free X, Y E PGAZ,o,

X =b, Y PGA1-8 + CEQ® i- X = Y

Proof. Right to left follows from the previous proposition. To prove the other
direction, first notice that in the absence of entry instructions lengths must
be equal, or else a separating context can be easily manufactured. Then, still
without @, the fact is demonstrated with induction to program lengths, using
(16) as a main tool, in addition to a substantial case distinction.

In the presence of entry instructions, (7) and (8) are used to transform both
programs to instruction sequences involving at most a single entry instruction.
If only one of the programs contains an entry instruction a separating context is
found using a jump that can jump over the program without entry instruction
entirely while halting at the other program's entry instruction. At this point
it can be assumed that X = X1; @; X2 and Y = Y1; @; Y2. Let k be the max-
imum of the lengths of XI and Y1, then Q#k + 1; X1; @; X21 = I@; X2]l and
Q#k + 1; Y1 i @; Y2] = JA; Y2]l . Now @; X2 and @; Y2 can be proven equal, and
this is shown by means of an induction on the sum of the lengths of both. Fi-
nally the argument is concluded by an induction on the sum of the lengths of
Xl and Y1.

7 A Final Algebra Specification for Behavioral
Congruence

In this section we shall show that PGA1-8 + CEQ© constitutes a final algebra
specification of the fully abstract program algebra with entry instruction.

Lemma 2. Let X E PGAZ,©. Then

1. JJXJJ = S = PGA1-8 + CEQ© I- @; X = 0;!
2. /JX JJ = D PGA1-8 + CEQ@ I- @; X ; #0w = @; #0
3. ,TX JJ = P a a D Q = PGA1-8 + CEQ@ I- @; X = @; +a; Y for some Y E

PGAZ,©

Proof. We shall write l- instead of PGA1-8 + CEQ@ l- and consider the defini-
tion of JX as a collection of rewrite rules, working modulo instruction sequence
equivalence (for which PGA1-4 are complete).

1. The assumption implies that after finitely many rewrites the result S is
obtained. We use induction on the length of this rewrite sequence. If one
step is needed (the theoretical minimum), there are two cases: X =!, or
X =!; Y for some Y. The first case is immediate; the second case follows by
F- @; X = (0;!; Y =!w; Y =!w = 0;! employing (1). If k + 1 steps are needed
the last step must be either a rewrite of a jump or the removal of an entry
instruction. We only consider the first case. Thus X = #n; Y for some Y. If
n = 1 then JYJ = S and hence IH @; Y = 0;! by the induction hypothesis.

<=>
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Thus !- U; X = @; #1; Y = @; Y = Ca;! by (10). If X = #n + 2; u; Y there
are two cases: u is the entry instruction, or not. Assume that it is not. Then
#n+ 1;YI = S. Using the induction hypothesis and (11) it follows that

I- @; X = @; #n + 2; u; Y = @; #n + 1; Y = 0;!. If u is the entry instruction
we have F- @; X = @; #n + 2; @; Y = @; @; Y = @; Y = @; ! by (3), (4) and
the induction hypothesis.

2. A proof of this fact uses a case distinction: either in finitely many steps the
rewriting process of the process extraction leads to #0; Z for some Z, or
an infinite sequence of rewrites results which must be of a cyclic nature. In
the fist case induction on the number of rewrite steps involved provides the
required result without difficulty. The structural congruence equations will
not be needed in this case. In the case of an infinite rewrite it follows that
the rewriting contains a circularity. By means of the chaining of successive
jumps the expression can be rewritten into an expression in which a single
jump, contained in the repeating part traverses the whole repeating part and
then chains with itself. PGA7 can be used to introduce an instruction #0,
thereby reducing the case to the previous one. This is best illustrated by
means of an example.

Co; #5; !; #0; (#4; +a; #2; !; #1)W
= @; #5; !; #0; (#5; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA6
= @; #5; !; #0; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA7
= @; #5; !; #0; #0; +a; #2; !; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA4
= @; #5; !; #1; #0; +a; #2; !; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA5
= Go; #2; !; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA4
_ @; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W (11)
_ 0; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W (10)
_ @; #0; +a; #2; !; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W PGA4
_ #0W; +a; #2; !; #1; (#0; +a; #2; !; #1)W (2)
_ #0W PGA3
_ @; #0 (2).

3. This fact follows by means of an induction on the number of rewrite steps
needed for the program extraction operator to arrive at an expression of the
form P<afQ.

The results can be taken together in the following theorem which can be read
as follows: `PGA1_8+CEQ@ constitutes a final algebra specification of the fully
abstract program algebra with entry instruction'.

Proposition 5.

f[XfJ QYJJ= PGA1_8+CEQ@ H @;X : @;Y.

Proof. With induction on n it will beshown that 7r,,,(QXj) 7r,,,(QYj) implies
the provability of @; X 4 @; Y. The basis is immediate because zero`th pro-
jections are D in both cases, and a deference cannot exist. Then suppose that

,
4
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7rn+r([X]) # ir,,+1(QY]j) A case distinction has to be analysed. Suppose QX]j = S
and QY]j = D. Then PGA1_8 + CEQ@, I- @; X = 0;! and PGA1_8 + CEQ©, f-
@; X = @; #0 by the previous lemma. Thus PGA1_8 + CEQ© F- @; X @; Y
using (17). All other cases are similar except one: QX]j = P a a D Q and
QY]j = P ' 4 a D Q. Then there must be X' and Y' such that PGA1_8 + CEQ(O, I-
@; X = @; +a; X' and PGA1_8 + CEQ@, F @; Y = @; +a; Y. It then follows
that either 7r,,,(QX']j) ir,,,(QY']j) or 7r,, (Q#2; X']j) # 7r, (Q#2; Y']j). In both cases
the induction hypothesis can be applied. Finally (15) is applied to obtain the
required fact.

Theorem 6.

X y-bc Y = PGA1_8 + CEQ© I- X Y.

Proof. If X #bc Y then for some P and Q, [P; X ; Q][ JP; Y; Q- Using the
previous proposition PGA1_8 + CEQO I- @; P; X; Q @; P; Y; Q. This implies
PGA1_8 + CEQ© F- X 0 Y by the laws of conditional equational logic.

8 Concluding Remarks

Polarized process algebra has been used in order to give a natural semantics for
programs.

The question how to give an equational initial algebra specification of the
program algebra (with or without entry instruction) modulo behavioral congru-
ence remains open. As stated in [3] behavioral congruence is decidable on PGA
expressions. For that reason an infinite equational specification exists. The prob-
lem remains to present such a specification either with a finite set of equations
or with the help of a few comprehensible axiom schemes. General specification
theory (see [4]) states that a finite equational specification can be found which is
an orthogonal rewrite system (see [9,5]) at the same time, probably at the cost of
some auxiliary functions. Following the proof strategy of [4] an unreadable spec-
ification will be obtained, however. The problem remains to obtain a workable
specification with these virtues. Thus as it stands both finding an initial algebra
specification and finding a `better' final algebra specification (only finitely many
equations, no additional object) for program algebra with behavioral congruence
are open matters.

Another question left open for further investigation is whether the entry
instruction can be naturally combined with the unit instruction operator as
studied in [10]. This seems not to be the case. A similar question can be posed
regarding the repetition instruction mentioned in [3].
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